
Established in 2013, Durham Distillery was born out of one woman’s passion for gin, extensive
industry knowledge, background in science, and interest in the art of distillation. Founder Melissa
Katrincic had a vision: to combine time-honored gin making traditions with techniques borrowed
from modern chemistry and create spirits that are both classic and contemporary. Melissa’s Co-
Founder and husband, Lee Katrincic, brings a shared passion for science as a careered
pharmaceutical chemist, forming the perfect partnership to develop a flavorful line of gins, vodka
and liqueurs at their craft distillery in Durham, NC.

Trailblazers in their own right and determined to create excellent products, Melissa and Lee were
the first in the U.S. to use vacuum (cold) distillation with rotary evaporators, a process which
preserves and enhances the flavors of delicate botanicals in spirits and makes their Conniption
Gins the award-winning products they are today. 

Melissa had always been a gin enthusiast, sampling many new brands and expressions over the
years, but it wasn’t until a road trip with Lee in 2013 when the idea came for her to build a distillery
and make award-winning spirits alongside her husband. To nail their first gins – Conniption Navy
Strength and Conniption American Dry - Melissa and Lee tried countless botanical combinations
until they landed on what they agreed was the perfect equilibrium of flavor for each expression.
This process from inception to bottle happened over two years and in 2015 the spirits world was
introduced to unrivaled gins that showcase the complexity and quality of each ingredient.
Conniption Gins are now recognized among the best distilled in the country.

Today, Durham Distillery produces Conniption Navy Strength Gin, Conniption American Dry Gin,
Conniption Barrel Aged Gin Series No. 1 2020 Release (a gin aged for 10 months in High West
bourbon barrels, the first in an annual release series); Cold Distilled Cucumber Vodka; premium
spirits-based Conniption Canned Cocktails (Gin & Tonic, Rose Spritz and Cucumber Vodka & Soda);
and DAMN FINE Liqueurs (Chocolate, Mocha and Coffee, available only in North Carolina).
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What sets Durham Distillery apart from competitors is Melissa and Lee’s ability to understand and
preserve flavor through their dual approach of traditional vapor distillation and modern vacuum
technology. Melissa describes their approach to gin as the same way a chef would think about
arranging a plate, meaning, a gin distiller must think through all the flavor combinations and the
methods to achieve them just as a chef has to think about how to set up the perfect dish. The result
of this approach produces some of the best tasting gins because of the exacting chemistry and
chef’s mentality of experiencing the entire palate. The rotary evaporator technique’s main purpose
is to hold on to the essence of each delicate botanical, so this technology is the key to upholding as
well as transforming the desired taste. Melissa describes it as “the balancing act of what ultimately
goes into the bottle.”

Lee and Melissa were inducted into The Gin Guild in London in May 2018. Lee is a Warden Rectifier
and Melissa is Rectifier. They are the first and only gin distillers to be inducted from the U.S. South.
Melissa is the only U.S. female-distiller inducted to date.

In August 2019, Durham Distillery joined Constellation’s Venture portfolio, particularly the Focus on
Female Founders initiative which features female led businesses. Melissa and Lee retain majority
ownership and continue to run the business independently as the company continues to expand
and introduce the brand to a broader audience. 

For more information, go to www.durhamdistillery.com. Follow along on Twitter@DurhamDistillery,
& @ConniptionGin on Facebook at Durham Distillery, and on Instagram @DurhamDistillery &
@ConniptionGin.
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